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FOREWORD

This entry in the Morris Swett Technical Library Special Bibliography series presents citations to periodical articles written on the life and military exploits of Napoleon I, 1769-1821. Arrangement of this number is in two parts. The general, background coverage and citations to his maxims (truisms) are to be found in Part One. The specific portion cites battles which are keyed to the primary campaigns in Part Two. For the sake of brevity these are keyed to campaigns and chronology.

This number is not designed as a polemic; nor does it wish to unduly glorify his well-deserved reputation as one of the 'great captains' of history. On the one hand, Napoleon introduced democratic ideals throughout Europe while also leading an ill-fated Grande Armee into a two-sided slaughter in Russia.

Inclusion of an item, or omission, does not imply USAFAS indorsement or sanction of the compiler's point-of-view. Comments or criticism concerning entries in this series are welcomed.

Lester L. Miller, Jr.
Supervisor/Reference Librarian

"The strength of an army, like the quantity of motion in mechanics, is estimated by the mass multiplied by the velocity. A swift march enhances the morale of the army and increases its power for victory."
IX war Maxim
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